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Abstract 
 

Due to the long training time and high training cost of traditional surgical training methods, the 
emerging virtual surgical training method has gradually replaced it as the mainstream. 
However, the virtual surgical system suffers from poor authenticity and high computational 
cost problems. For overcoming the deficiency of these problems, we propose an optimized 
model for the local compression deformation of soft tissue. This model uses a simulated 
annealing algorithm to optimize the parameters of the soft tissue model to improve the 
authenticity of the simulation. Meanwhile, although the soft tissue deformation is divided into 
local deformation region and non-deformation region, our proposed model only needs to 
calculate and update the deformation region, which can improve the simulation real-time 
performance. Besides, we define a compensation strategy for the “superelastic” effect which 
often occurs with the mass-spring model. To verify the validity of the model, we carry out a 
compression simulation experiment of abdomen and human foot and compare it with other 
models. The experimental results indicate the proposed model is realistic and effective in soft 
tissue compression simulation, and it outperforms other models in accuracy and real-time 
performance. 
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1. Introduction 

The important development trend in the current medical field is the integration of Chinese 
and Western medicine, it combines the concept of Chinese medicine treatment with modern 
medical technology to diagnose and treat various diseases more effectively [1-5]. Pressing is 
one of the indispensable operations in medical treatment. In the diagnosis and treatment of 
traditional Chinese medicine, the diagnosis of essential hypertension, coronary heart disease, 
gastroptosis and gastric ulcer can be diagnosed by pressing acupoints. Meanwhile, pressing 
acupoints also has a significant effect in treating dysmenorrhea, colds, allergic rhinitis and 
constipation. Modern medical treatment also uses pressing operations to diagnose and treat 
diseases. Early pregnancy and early appendicitis are diagnosed by pressing the abdomen. 
Cardiopulmonary resuscitation and arterial hemostasis also performed by pressing operation 
[6-7]. In addition, the position, strength, angle and frequency of pressing in the pressing 
operation affect the accuracy and effectiveness of the diagnosis and treatment. Therefore, it is 
necessary for the doctor to improve the pressing skill through a large number of exercises. 
However, the traditional training method spends a long time, and the training effect is not 
obvious in a short time. 

With the wide application of virtual reality technology in surgical training, the above 
problems have been gradually solved. Based on the virtual reality-based soft tissue model, the 
interns repeatedly operate the soft tissue model through the force feedback device to achieve 
the training purpose, where the validity and authenticity of the model will directly reflect the 
quality of the training. Nowadays, the finite element model [8-10], the meshless model [11-12] 
and the mass-spring model [13-14] are commonly used in virtual surgery training. The finite 
element model has high precision and adaptability, it can simulate large-scale soft tissue 
deformation, but its modeling is relatively complex, and it requires a lot of complicated 
numerical calculations, not suitable for real-time performance [15-16]. Wei et al. [17] 
proposed a method for rendering the human head stiffness based on the finite element model. 
This model can effective to simulates the deformation realistically. However, it has high 
computational complexity and poor real-time performance in the stiffness rendering. Samei et 
al. [18] proposed a real-time deformation registration method based on the finite element for 
3D to 2D transrectal ultrasound images, but the modeling process is complex and the 
computational efficiency needs to be further improved. Traa et al. [19] proposed an 
MRI-based 3D finite element model to simulate the tibialis anterior muscle of rats and perform 
indentation tests with high simulation accuracy. The meshless model is composed of nodes 
scattered in the spatial domain. It does not need to be mesh, and has good stability and high 
computational efficiency. However, it still has some problems with the authenticity of 
deformation [20]. An et al. [21] proposed a new photon propagation model with tightly 
supported radial basis functions and meshless methods to achieve fluorescence molecular 
tomography, which has higher accuracy, but there is still room for improvement in accuracy. 
Zhou et al. [22] proposed a radial-based meshless three-dimensional model based on the 
Marquardt algorithm and they simulated the real-time deformation of the liver by the proposed 
model. The proposed model has high performance for the real-time simulation, but it cannot 
fully display the biomechanical properties of soft tissues. The structure of the mass-spring 
model is simple and easy to implement, it also has high computational efficiency, but it is 
difficult to achieve high accuracy [23-25]. Tang et al. [26] proposed a virtual laparoscopic 
training system based on the Visible Chinese Human (VCH) model. Although this system 
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achieves high computational efficiency by adopting improved mass-spring model and morph 
target animation to simulate soft tissue deformation, the precision is relatively low. Li et al. 
[27] proposed a surface mass-spring model with flexion springs based on volume structure, 
which improves the deformation accuracy and calculation efficiency. However, the model 
parameters are difficult to select and the authenticity also needs to be improved. 

In order to improve the authenticity of soft tissue deformation simulation and reduce the 
computational cost, we propose an optimized model for the local compression deformation of 
soft tissue. This model uses the simulated annealing algorithm to optimize the parameters 
since that the algorithm has strong convergence, robustness and global optimization ability 
[28-31], divides the soft tissue deformation into local deformation region and non-deformation 
region. Meanwhile, the deformation calculation only involves the deformation region. In 
addition, this model also sets a compensation strategy to prevent the model from 
“superelastic” effect [32-33]. The main contributions of this paper are summarized as follows: 

(1) We refer to the finite element model to make the model more realistically simulate the 
deformation of soft tissue. We use the simulated annealing algorithm to optimize the 
parameters for the optimal spring stiffness coefficient and the damping coefficient of the 
model. 

(2) We adopt minimum vertical stress to calculate the vertical depth of the load center point 
under the initial contact surface. The vertical depth as the radius is used to divide the soft tissue 
into the local deformation region and non-deformation region. Since only the points in the 
local deformation region are calculated, the calculation cost can be effectively reduced. 

(3) We set a compensation strategy for the over-compressed case to prevent the model from 
being “superelastic” due to excessive local pressure for ensuring the validity of the model. 

The organization of this paper is as follows: Section 2 describes the construction of the soft 
tissue model, establishes the kinematics equation, optimizes the model parameters, and 
divides the deformation region and the non-deformation region, as well as sets a compensation 
strategy for the over-compressed case. Section 3 introduces the experimental environment, 
shows the soft tissue pressing process and rendering effects, and conducts the evaluation 
experiment. In the last section, we make a summary of our work. 

2. Method 
The mass-spring model divides the soft tissue into n  points, and the points are connected by a 
spring to form a mesh. To express the viscoelastic properties of soft tissues, a parallel 
connection between spring and damper is adopted in this paper. The mass-spring model is 
generally divided into two types: surface model and volume model. The surface model is fast, 
but it only reflects the surface deformation characteristics of soft tissue, and can not represent 
its volume information. The volume model can simultaneously represent the surface 
deformation characteristics and internal structure of soft tissue. The volume model generally 
includes two kinds of hexahedron and tetrahedron. The hexahedron has a simple structure but 
lacks stability. Under the same volume, the tetrahedron has 50% springs more than 
hexahedron and it also has a better stability. Therefore, this paper uses a mass-spring model 
based on the tetrahedral topology to construct virtual soft tissue. 

2.1 Mass-Spring Model 
The tetrahedral topology adopted in this paper is shown in Fig. 1. 
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Fig. 1. Tetrahedral topology 

 
We set the position of any point i  in the mass-spring model and any one of its neighboring 

point j  are ip  and jp , respectively. The spring stiffness coefficient and damping coefficient 
between the two mass points are ijk  and ijd , respectively. The initial length of the spring is 
represented by 0

ijl . Then the internal force int
iF  of the point  i  can be expressed as: 

 

( ) ( )( )int 0 
  

i

j i j i j i
i ij j i ij ij

j S j i j i

v v p p p p
F k p p l d

p p p p∀ ∈

 − − −
 = − − −
 − − 

∑  (1) 

 
where iS  is the set of springs connected to point  i , jv  and iv  represent the velocity of point 
j  and i , respectively. 

In order to ensure volume conservation, the volume force is defined at each point. We set 
the center of gravity of the tetrahedron w  as wbp , then the volume force vol

iF  of the point i  is: 
 

( )
i
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i w w
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−
= −

−∑  (2) 

 
where iΩ  represents all tetrahedral collections containing point i , cur

wV  and init
wV  represent the 

current volume and initial volume of tetrahedral w , respectively. 
The kinematic equation of point i  can be calculated as follows: 

 
2

int
2

d
d

vol exti
i i i i

xm F F F
t

= + +  (3) 

 
where im  is the mass of the point i  and ext

iF  is the external force of the point i . 

2.2 Simulated Annealing Algorithm for Parameter Optimization 
In the soft tissue modeling of virtual surgery, setting the parameters of the mass-spring model 
is a diffficult problem. To improve the authenticity of soft tissue simulation, this paper refers 
to the finite element model and adopts the simulated annealing algorithm to optimize the 
spring stiffness coefficient and damping coefficient of the model. The steps are shown as 
follows: 
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Step1: given the initial temperature nT , the termination temperature fT , the annealing 
coefficient λ , the number of internal cycles L , and randomly initialize a set of parameters 

,( )ij ijS k d= ; 
Step2: under temperature nT , randomly generate a new set of parameters 'S  in the field of 

the currently better set of parameters S , calculate the objective function value increment 
'( ) ( )f f S f S∆ = − , if 0f∆ <  then let 'S S= , otherwise, according to the Metropolis criterion, 

accept 'S  as the currently optimal set of parameters S  with the probability of 
min{1,exp( / )} [0,1]nf T random−∆ > , where the objective function is defined as Hausdorff 
distance function for image matching [34-37], which is expressed as follows: 
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where MSMN , FEMN , mp , fp , and ( , )m fd p p  represent the key point set of mass-spring 
model, the key point set of finite element model, the key point position of mass-spring model, 
the key point position of finite element model, and the absolute distance between point mp  
and point fp , respectively. 

Step3: determine whether the specified number of iterations is reached under temperature 
nT . If the condition is met, go to Step4, otherwise return to Step2; 
Step4: conduct cooling operation, let 1n n= + , 1n nT Tλ+ = ; 
Step5: determine whether the set termination temperature is reached. If the termination 

condition is met, output a set of optimal parameters ,( )ij ijS k d= , otherwise return to Step2. 
Soft tissue deformation can be simulated more realistically by using the optimal spring 

stiffness and damping coefficients which determined by the above simulated annealing 
algorithm. 

2.3 Local Deformation Calculation 
Soft tissue deformation usually occurs locally and has a little effect outside the local 
deformation. To reduce the computational overhead, we divide the soft tissue compression 
deformation into the local deformation region and non-deformation region. Meanwhile, the 
vertical stress component plays a major role in material failure [38], we only consider the role 
of vertical stress component in soft tissue compression. Assuming that an indenter acts on the 
soft tissue with uniform pressure, the vertical stress F⊥  is expressed as: 
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3

3
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where F⊥ , cF , h  and r  represent the vertical stress, the contact pressure applied to the soft 
tissue, the vertical depth of the load center point below the contact surface, and the radius of 
the indenter, respectively. Fig. 2 shows the interaction diagram of the indenter and soft tissue 
under unidirectional external load. The contact pressure cF  can be expressed as: 
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where ext

uniF , E , µ  and zx  represent unidirectional external load, Young's modulus, Poisson's 
ratio, and soft tissue deformation displacement under the action of unidirectional external load 

ext
uniF , respectively. 
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Fig. 2. Interaction diagram of indenter and soft tissue under unidirectional external load 
 
 

As shown in Fig. 3, the vertical depth of the load center point corresponding to the 
minimum vertical stress component minF⊥  under the initial contact surface is maxh . We take the 
vertical depth maxh  as the radius of the local deformation region. The inner region of the radius 
as the local deformation region, and the region outside the radius as the non-deformation 
region. The minimum vertical stress component minF⊥  can be calculated and determined 
through the experiment, and then the local deformation radius maxh  can be calculated by 
equation (7) and (8). The local deformation range is determined by the external load and 
displacement of the contact point in each iteration dynamically, and the points of the 
non-deformation region will not be deformed. 
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Fig. 3. Diagram of local deformation region diagram 

 
Velocity-Verlet numerical integration method is fast for calculating and has high accuracy 

[39], so it can be used to solve kinematic equations: 
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where ( )ix t t+ ∆  , ( )ix t , ( )iv t , t∆ , ( )iF t , ( )iv t t+ ∆ , ( )iv t  and ( )iF t t+ ∆  represent the 
displacement of point  i  at time t t+ ∆  and t , the velocity of point  i  at time t , a time step, 
the resultant force on point  i  at time t , the velocity of point  i  at time t t+ ∆  and t , and the 
resultant force on point  i  at time t t+ ∆ , respectively. 

2.4 Over-Compressed Compensation 
When a large force is concentrated on the local soft tissue, the mass-spring model will fall into 
the problem of local deformation, which is called the "superelastic" effect. Therefore, a 
compensation strategy for the over-compressed situations need to be set. When the spring 
length is less than 0(1 )c ijlτ− , we move the spring back to 0(1 )c ijlτ−  by using over-compressed 
compensation. Over-compressed compensation is defined as follows: 
 

0( , ) (1 ) 0comp i j i j c ijC p p p p lτ= − − − ≥  (11) 
 
where cτ  represents the critical compression ratio. If the inequality (11) is not satisfied, we 
will correct the points as follows: i i ip p p← + ∆ , j j jp p p← + ∆ , the correction phase is 
defined as follows: 
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3. Experiments and Results 

3.1 Data Acquisition 
A three-dimensional tetrahedral mesh model is derived by processing soft tissue CT data with 
software Amira. The points are connected by springs to form a mesh and subdivided by 
tetrahedron. 

3.2 Experimental Environment 
In this paper, 3D Max, OpenGL, VC ++2017, etc. are used to establish the model. The PC 
equipped with Intel Core i9-7960x CPU, NVIDIA GeForce 1080Ti graphics card as well as 
Sensable Phantom Omni force tactile device, etc. are used to build the soft tissue interactive 
simulation system. The simulation environment is shown in Fig. 4. 
 

 
Fig. 4. The simulation environment 

 

3.3 Compression Simulation of Soft Tissue 
In the virtual surgery training, the quality of the soft tissue model affects the training effect 
directly. To verify the validity of the proposed model, we simulate the local press operation of 
the abdomen and human foot. As shown in Fig. 5 and Fig. 6, a virtual finger model is used to 
apply a pressing force of 0.8 N, 1.6 N and 2.4 N to the abdomen and human foot. According to 
observe the local compression deformation effect of the abdomen and human foot model, we 
can see that the deformation effect is realistic and meets the authenticity of human-computer 
interaction. 
 

    
(a) before interaction                                                       (b) 0.8N 
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(c) 1.6N                                                                           (d) 2.4N 

Fig. 5. Local compression deformation effect of the abdomen 
 

    
(a) before interaction                                                       (b) 0.8N 

 

    
(c) 1.6N                                                                           (d) 2.4N 

Fig. 6. Local compression deformation effect of the human foot 
 

3.4 Accuracy Verification 
The parameters are very important for model quality. Therefore, we refer to the finite element 
model to simulate the soft tissue deformation behavior more accurately. We also adopt the 
simulated annealing algorithm to optimize the spring stiffness coefficient ijk  and damping 
coefficient ijd  of the mass-spring model. The parameters of simulated annealing algorithm in 
this paper are set as follows: the initial temperature 100nT = ( 0n = ), the termination 
temperature 0.001fT = , the annealing coefficient 0.98λ =  and the number of internal cycles 

200L = . As shown in Fig. 7, during the optimization process, as the temperature changes, the 
dynamic curve of the two parameters jumps continuously in a trapezoidal shape, and finally 
converges to the optimal parameters. 
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Fig. 7. Convergence trend of parameters with temperature nT  

 
We apply the optimal parameters =0.91N/mmijk  and 3.11Ns/mijd = to the proposed model 

and compare the force-displacement curves of our proposed model to the MRI-based 3D finite 
element model [19]. As shown in Fig. 8, the force-displacement curve of our proposed model 
highly approximate to the MRI-based 3D finite element model. It indicates that our proposed 
model meets the accuracy requirements in virtual surgery training. 

 
Fig. 8. Force-displacement curve of the proposed model and MRI-based three-dimensional finite 

element model 
 

3.5 Real-Time Verification 
The real-time performance of a model is an important indicator affecting virtual surgery 
training directly. To verify the real-time performance of our proposed model, we select 10 
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groups of pressure in the range of 0-4N and compare the time overhead from complete to 
deformation of our proposed model , the meshless model [40], the mass-spring model [41] and 
the finite element model [42] under the same experimental environment. As shown in Fig. 9, 
the time overhead of our proposed model is outperforms the rest of models in most case. It 
indicates that our proposed model suitable for real-time virtual surgery training. 

 
Fig. 9. Time overhead for model deformation 

 

3.6 Analysis of Experimental Training Effect 
We invite 1 chief physician, 1 associate chief physician, 1 attending physician and 20 interns 
from the First Affiliated Hospital of Nanjing Medical University to verify the effectiveness of 
our proposed model. We assign 3 physicians to number 1-3, and randomly divide 20 interns 
into two groups for abdominal press training. Two groups undergo actual abdominal 
compression training for 30 minutes before the assessment. Then the first group receive 30min 
virtual abdominal press training through the virtual surgical system, and the second group 
perform 30min press training on the real abdomen. The two groups of interns perform 
abdominal press operation on three physicians before and after the training, respectively. The 
three physicians score comprehensively based on the intern's operational proficiency, 
accuracy and other indicators, with a perfect score of 10 points. The score weights of chief 
physicians, associate chief physicians and attending physicians are 45%, 35% and 20%, 
respectively. Finally, we use the comprehensive index method to calculate and compare the 
comprehensive evaluation values of the two groups of interns [43-45]. Their comprehensive 
evaluation value iy  is calculated as follows: 
 

3

1
 ( 1,2,3,...,10)

10
ij

i j
j

x
y w i

=

= =∑  (14) 

 
where ijx  and jw  represent the comprehensive score given by physician j  to intern i  and the 
score weight of physician j , respectively. As shown in Table 1, the comprehensive 
evaluation values of the two groups of interns before training are almost same. After the 
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training, the comprehensive evaluation value of the first group of interns is generally higher 
than second group. The experimental results show that the interns perform better and are more 
proficient and accurate in the real abdominal press operation after repeated practice of virtual 
press operation. 

 
Table 1. Comprehensive evaluation values of interns 

Interns Before training After training 
Group 1 Group 2 Group 1 Group 2 

1 0.525 0.400 0.955 0.790 
2 0.500 0.460 0.945 0.795 
3 0.400 0.500 0.955 0.725 
4 0.375 0.320 0.900 0.820 
5 0.400 0.400 1.000 0.670 
6 0.600 0.545 0.955 0.840 
7 0.590 0.300 0.900 0.900 
8 0.510 0.400 1.000 0.710 
9 0.415 0.435 0.855 0.790 

10 0.500 0.480 0.920 0.795 

4. Conclusion 
In the virtual surgery system, the quality of the soft tissue model for surgical training is 

crucial. This paper proposes an optimized model for the local compression deformation of soft 
tissue. It refers to the finite element model as the reference model and optimizes the spring 
stiffness coefficient and damping coefficient by simulated annealing algorithm. Meanwhile, 
we adopt minimum vertical stress to calculate the vertical depth of the load center point under 
the intimal contact surface. We use vertical depth as the radius to divide the soft tissue into 
local deformation region and non-deformation region. Since only the points in the local 
deformation region are calculated, the calculation cost can be effectively reduced. In addition, 
we also set a compensation strategy for the over-compressed case to prevent the model from 
being “superelastic” due to excessive local pressure for ensuring the validity of the model. 

In order to verify the reliability of our proposed model, we perform a compression 
simulation experiment of abdominal and human foot. We also compare the force-displacement 
curve and the time overhead for the deformation of our proposed model and other models. 
Moreover, we conduct a comparison of experimental training. The experimental results show 
that the deformation effect of our proposed model is realistic, with high authenticity and 
real-time performance, which can provide strong support for virtual surgery training. 
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